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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

TOBER 5, 1959

rartest
arrealation In
The City
Largo*
Circulation In
The County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
talloway County
United Press International

IN OUR 80th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, October 6, 1959

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
4•MEN

rif

red in the 1960
our-door hardlevel of corn-

IRE INVOKES TAFT-HARTLEY,DOCK STKIRE
County School Board Hears
Parents On Boundry Move

,41

V.)
A committee of parents who
live in the area between the
Murray Independent School District boundary on the west, and
lath., Street, met with the Caldoway County School Board last
night. The west boundary of the
district is 16th. street.
Spokeeman for the group was
Wayne Fora, who was elected
chairman of the group of paret1iil4 who seek to have the city
district moved to include their
homes.
Flora told the school board that

ahe

Baptists At Cottage
Grove To Hold A
Revival Next Week

nd see for

!RAY

Torture By Turks
Reported; Strain
Relations With U.S.
The arrest
ROME (UP!)
and alleged torture of American
servicemen by Turkish authoiities in Izmir is threatening U. S.
-Turkish relations and the mareal of Americans stationed there.
Four American sergeants were
arrested Aug. Z on currency violation charges. The plainclothes
Turkish police in Izmir who capwere reported
to
tured them
have set a trap for the men-using
a Turkish policewoman.
According to the men,- they
were taken to a crude cell under
a stable outside of town and held
without food, water or a place to
sleep. One of the men claimed be
was tortured by police, including
being hung by his ankles and
beaten on the soles of his bare
feet.
The four Americans appeared
at a preliminary hearing in the
Turkish courts but the trial was
recessed until Oct. 9. The public
prosecutor has asked for jail
sentences ranging from one to
five years.
From that opening the troubled
events have mushroomed.
Last week three high officers
at the NATO base in Izmirwhere the men were stationedwere transferred to other jobs
or "relieved" of their posts. Indications were that the moves
were made because the three men
were instrumental in protesting
the alleged torture and apathy of
U. S. State Department officials
in doing anything about it.
According to reports reaching
here, the incident not only has
caused a strain on relations beawns the Untied States and Turkey. but tills seriously affected
the morale of the men stationed
in, Izmir.
• "We don't give a damn if the
nten are guilty or not." explainone source. "No human being
should have a confession extracted from him by torture-particularly by
civilized
a
Western
country that is an ally."
The four Americans who were
arrested are:
Army Sgt. Dale M. McCuistien,
28, Van/Nuys, Calif.
Air Force T. Sgt. James D.
King. 41. Ruth. Miss.
Air Force S. Sgt. Joseph Proietti, 33, 50 Thorne. Ave.. Mount
Kisco. N. .Y.
Air Force S. Sgt. Giacomo
Jack Recevuto. 32. 402 State
St. Brooklyn. N. Y.

the group of parents were in an
odd position in that they lived
within the city limits, yet at the
same time they lived outside the
'Murray Independent School Dishet. Since they lived inside the
city limits, he said, "natura4-1y
they want their children to attend the city schools".
Flora told the school board
that they had nothing against the
schools at Lynn Grove. Hazel and
Kirksey, where their children will
preibably have to go next year,
but that it was just more reasonable that since they live in the
city, that their children should
attend the city schools.
The situation came about when
the County School Board started construction of a consolidated
high school for all county chlldren. Many children on the west
side of town have been attending the Murray Training School,
now College High.
With the construction of the
new high school, the county has
The memberstirp campaign of the halted all contracts with MurMurray Civic Music Association , ray College High to education
had its kick-off at a dinner meet- children in the 16th. to 18th.
ing last night at the Woman's Ciub street area.
bli.lding which was attended by
This will force these students
approximately 85 workers.
to attend Lynn Grove, Hazel or
president •I the association, Kirksey elementary schools unttnr Rev. William Thomas, presid- less they are fortunate enouyit to
ed at the meeting and introduced gain entrance in College High,
the other officers an a special which plans to hold all classes to
Continued on Page Four
guests.
Mayor Holmes Ellis was introduced, and spoke briefly on the
value of cultural activities in tne
commun:ty. Others introduced ineluded Richard Farrell. concert
Chairman: Charles shunett. pun:I:city chairman; Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
soretary; Mrs J. H. Anbritten,
The
Cottage
Grove
Baptist
treaeurer: and Mrs. Charles Clark,
Church, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
campaign chairman.
will hold the first service in Mrs. Grace L. Ruth from Civic
new meeting house on October
ncerts in New York was intro11, according to the pastor. Rev.
duced and in her talk covered the
Lynn Claybrook. This church lost
value of concert series to a comtheir house of worship by fire
munity as the channel through
laA December.
which reputed artists are booked.
On Tuesday night. October 13.
Mrs. Ruth briefed the workers on
a revival will begin by this
the mechanics of the membership
church. in which the pastor's son,
drive. urging them to get in all
Rev. P. E. Claybrook, First BapMemberships by Saturday, October
tist Church, Cynthiana. Ky.. will
10.
do the preaching. The singing
Mrs. Ruth also named towns in will be under the direction of
area
which would recognize A.
this
G. McCollum. Choir Director
the Murray membership cards. of
West Paris Baptist Church,
These included Mayfield. Ky, and Paris, Tenn.
both Paris, and Martin,' Tenn. All
Services will be held daily at
members of the Murray associa- 10:30 a. m. and
7:30 p. m. All
tion were invited by the president readers of the Ledger & Times
of the Mayfield_ association to at- and their friends are cerdia:ly
Cement is any adhesive matetend the concerts this year in that invited to attend this revival, a rial which can hold solid sub• Continued on Rage Four
Kane-es in place when it hardens
church sponsorman said.

Membership
Drive On For
Civic Music

lee educeaut part of
es account,

Lighted Cigarette Dispenser Invented By
Murray Man.Can Be Used In Car Or Home
J, Max Sykes of 80'7 Poplar
street is the inventor of a devac by which a person may obta7n a lighted cigarette from a
case in a safe and simple manner.
There are twit models of the
invention. One model is for use
in automobiles or other vehicles
and the other is for office or
home use.
The invention is so constructed
that tr may be taken into the
hand and by pushing forward or
ajbknob the cigarette is projecte
This same movement brings th'
dighter csiil into contact ..with
elocrtical current. By puffing or•
the cigarette it becomes ligto
The model on the auto hangs
In a handy holder mounted in a
convenient spot on the dash. It
operates directly off the battery
current.
The home or office model ;les
the desk or smoking table
and is plugged into the house
current.
In either model the lightrd
cigarette is projected within lonerInd of eeconds without the use
of matches or cigarette lighter.
Mr. Sykes said there are two
desirable features about the invention. When using the auto
model, a motorist may obtain a
Idetted cigarette without taking
tall eyes off the road.
In using the home model there
Is no need for matches or cigarette
lighter. This a safety feature in
the home where small children

Soviet Moon
Makes U-Turn
Early Today

AN INVENTION BY J. MAX SYKES 1, pictured above as it
would appear in an automobile.' The invention will dispense a
lighted cigarette. As may be seen it is hanging on the dashboard
of the auto ready for action. At the top of the picture is another
model which is designed for home use. This model is plugged
Into reguld-Foll0 volt current in the home or office and lies on
the desk or smoking table.
are playing. A small child cannot possibly-i burn himself or
start a fire with this device.
A patent if now pending on
his lighted cigarette dispensing
d evicc. The inventor is in the

procees of making contacts with
manufacturers for the manufacture and sale of the device.
Mr. Sykes said that he hopes
that his invention will be on the
market within a few months.

Demos Best Qualified Conservationists
For Job, Combs
Will Speak At
ovfENsBoRo gen - Bert T. Two Day Meeting

Threatens Steel Industry With
Same If No Settlement Reached

Comts. Democratic nominee for
The sixteenth annual convention
governor, declared Monday that the
of the Kentucky Association of Soil
DemOcratie candidates for state caConservation Districts will be held
By MERRIMAN SMITH
East Coast dock strike, takin4 the
fice Were the best qualified to "get
at the Kentucky Dam Village State
UPI White House Reporter
opening step in use of the laborthe job &tie"
Park on Octeber 7 and B. the
pAt.ht SPRINGS, Calif. 1011 - management law by creating a
-Every man and woman on our
theme of the meeting will be the
fact-finding board to report back
Demperatic ticket,- he said in a
By HENRY SHAPIRO
"Soil Conservation District Superto him by Oct
radiel
speech,
"has
a
background
United Press International
visor's Responsibilities in the ConEisenhower, acting on advice and
of e$perience and accomplishment
servation Program".
reports trom Secretary of Labor
MOSCOW 079 - The Soviet in state government"
PALM sPRINGS. Catif.
A number of conservationists will
James P. Mitchell. sIgneo an exeUnion's Lunik Ill makes a lazy
Or* the other hand, he added, "I
President Eisenhower today inspeak during the two day session
cutive ,..rder creating the board of
U-turn around the moon today to think it is fair to say that the men
voked
the
Taft-Hartley
law
In
including Laban Jackson, Cammisinquiry to investigate the Last
give mankind its first look at the and women running on the Rethe
East
Coast
dock
strike,
taksioner of Conservation.
(Continued on Page Four)
side of the moon that is turned publican ticket in Kentucky this
ing the opening step in use of
Dr. Ralph Woods will speak at
forever away from the earth.
year simply do not pcasess the
the
labor-management
law
by
the ladies luncheon on Thursday
If all mathematical computations experience to run your state govcreating a fact-finding board to
afternoon.
erndlent for the next four years."
report back to hjm by Oct. 10.
On Thursday evening Bert
• Cqrnbs said "My opponent has
Combs, representing the Democratic
President Eisenhower tcday invokspent almost his entire adult life
ticket and George P. Whittington,
outside of Kentucky. He has never
ed the Taft-Hartley law in the
POR'PSMOUTH, N. H. illet -'Inc
representing the Republican ticket
had any connection with state govnuclear submarine Sea Dragon colLONDON HI -Russia's Lunik
will speak.
ernment and has never been in a
III "certainl" has reached the
lided with a whale and damaged
position to study closely the probone propeller arid shaft during sea
vicinity of the moon, observers
lems and the opportunities which
trials Monday night, the Navy
at the Jodrell Bank radio and
will face out state government
telegraph station outside Mandisclosed today.
during the next administration.
The report sad Vice Adm, Hychester reported today.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 'UPI/ lie said he intended to be "a
man Rickover was on board the
A Thunderous Atlas missile early
thrifty, tight-fisted, economy-mindsub when the weird undersea colwere correct the moon r.cket would ed governor," but GOP nominee
today made an apparently perfect
lision occurred The Sea Dragon
pass the moon 4.300 miles out at John M Robston Jr. talked only
intercontinental range flight.
in
is the second nuclear submarine
10 a m. e.d.t. in a swooping curve general terms and "he had not
The 75-foot giant reported equipto be built at the Portsmouth Naval
that would take it slowly behind given a sinde specific illustraticn
ped with a new-type nose cone and
shipyard.
the moon and bring it back to the of what he intends to do about
a
flare
system
for
checking
guidit."
The builder's trial, conducted
earth in liks days.
ance, left its pad at 1:56 a.m. e.d.t.
"Furthermore." Combs said. "Hopreliminary to turning the snip
A Tass dispatch Sunday said the bsion has refused to tell the people
The Defense Department said this
over to the Navy, had started MonThe Calloway County Association
"automatic interplanetary station" whether he favors
was another Lest in the Atlas rethe abolition of
"for the first time will photograph such unnecessary jobs as the Court for Childhood Education met at search and development program. day and was expected to last four
days.
the reverse and ma far unseen side cf Claims and the Advisory High- Carter Elementary School last week
No details were revealed about
No injuries were reported and
of the moon." now one-third dark way Commissioners." Combs pledg- for the first meeting of the year. the nose cone, although one w urce
the Sea Dragon was making for
A delicious pot luck dinner was
because of the moon's own rotation. ed to abolish both.
said "its just one in a series we've
Portsmouth under her own power,
enjoyed after which is short busiRadio Back Pictures
been testing.'•
the Navy said. 'Ihe full extent of
ness sessi..n was conducted by the
The "pictures" will be radioed
Much attention centered on perdamage was not immediately learnpresident Miss Kathleen Patterson formance
back to earth. Seviet scientists
of the Atlas 3,310,1.011ed.
Mies Lottye Sinter. state presialready have used interplanetary
pound-thrust engines - America's
The US.S Sun Bird, a submarine
dent of ACE reported on the ACE
radio for the first time to trigger
only answer to the estimated 600.rescue vessel from New London,
International Center in Washing- 000 a radio transmitter aboard the
800,000-poundthrust boosters
M orday's complete record fol. ton, U. C. and also
urged the mem- beliesee oo beim been raniendilliag Conn., wee reported to be accomapace vehicle.
lova:
panying the Sea Dragon, haring
bers to attend the state convention the highly-successf
The Russians announced the moon
ul Russian Lunjoined the submarine at the start
Census
which will be held in Paducah. iks.
28
rocket left the earths atmosphere
of the trial.
Adult Beds
October 10-17.
65
at the "second cosmic speed" The Atlas Is slated for extensive
New Citizens
Mrs Crystal Parks, p r n g-ra m use as boosters for U.
ab.ut 25.000 miles an nour. The
S. lunar and
constant pull of earthly gravitation Patients admitted from
Friday chairman. presented Mrs. Lillian deep - space rockets in coming
IS PATIENT
n "Foreign months. One such vehicle, the
9:30 a. reoto Monday 9100 a. m. Lawry who spare°
slowed the satellite to a c
AtLanguages
in
the
Elementary
Mrs Evelyn Bynum. 312 6th.;
crawl as it neared the moon.
las-Able moonrocket blew up on
Mr. Crawford McClure is a paWere the rocket traveling too Mrs. Wm. Otis Hatcher. Rt. 3: School" Mrs Lowry emphasized the launching pad Sept. 44, just a tient in the Vanderbilt Hospitai
at
fast it would shoot out into space. Mrs. Ota T. Stalls. 408 No. 4th; the importance of beginning early few days before Russia launcnecl Nashville for treatment and bserWere it traveling too sow it would Cathy Futretl. Rt. 4: Albert Al- in the teaching of foreign language Lunik
vation !gnawing recent surgery..
fall onto the moon. lf the calcula- len Poole_ Rt. 4: Mrs. Robert L. as young children seem to learn
tions are just right its moinentum Parrish, Rt. 3: Mrs. Howard Wil- more rapidly and need to grow up
will swing it around the moon and loughby. Rt 3: Mrs. 011ie Bairriett. with, a knowledge of languages
Box 363; Mrs. Dellar Mason Kar- other than their own.
back toward the earth.
nes, 1111 Mulberry; Thomas HafAs French is being introduced
Rockets Fate Uncertain
Should other calculations succeed ford Vaugh. Rt. 1. Hardin; Mrs. into the elementary school prothe Space vehicle wc.uld pick up so Maurine Swann. 703 West Main; gram. Mrs Lowry's discussion was
much speed from the earth's field Mrs Mary L. &beards, 402 Syca- part.cularly interesting and inforof gravity it would go around the more; Mrs. Joe Frank Broach, ITIatiVe
A very large group of teachers
moon and earth in a cigar-shaped Rt. 3. Puryear, Tenn.
The First District Education one of the ten outstanding young
Patients dismissed from Friday attended from Hazel. New Concord,
orbit.
Association will hold its seventy- men of the United States, a year
9:30
a.
m. to Monday 9:00 a. m. Fax n. Arno. Murray College Hien.
The rocket's fate was far from
fifth annual session Friday, Oct. in which he was also a ChatatiGrady Housden, Rt. 2, Hazel; Austin and Carter Schools. 'Inc
certain. 'lass quoted Or. Alexander
9, on the Murray State College qua lecturer in New York.
Voldek of Estonia as suggesting Daniel Knouff. 200 So. 12th.; Nino teachers were 100 per cent campus.
Siene of his other activities
that alter returning from the mocn Larry Nimmo. Rt. 4, Benton: Mrs. In attendance.
Dr. Frank Rose, president of include: one of the founders and
Also attending were Dennis H. the University of Alabama, and lege Fund,
the moon rocket might become a John Parks. Rt. 3: Charles Shera member (4 the:board
rill, 536 Beach St.. Mayfield; Taylor. principal of Austin and
satellite of the earth.
J. M. Dodson, executive secre- of control at the Southern RegMrs. Don Paschall and baby girl. Carter Schools and W Z Carter,
Prof. Leonid Sedov, a member of
tary of the Kentucky Education ional Educatin Board, a trustee
Rt. I: Mrs. Cleo Sykes. Box 344: Superintendent of the Murray City
the Soviet Academy of Sciences,
Association,
will
be
featured of
the
Tmerican
Universities
Master Thomas Keller, 208 So. School System.
said it was thought the station
speakers at the morning session Field Staff Program.
12th.; Mrs Anna Anderson, Rt.
would move along a highly elongof the convention which will beI.
Farmington:
Mrs.
Ewing
He is a member of the boards
ated orbit with the closest point
gin at 9:30 o'clock.
Swann, Rt. I: Kenneth Crowley,
institute of
about 1,200 miles from the earth
At an afternoon general ses- for the Southern
Rt. 1. Symeonia baby girl; Mrs,
and the farthest nearly Zatiallell
sion, MS.--s Vera Beckham. assist- Management, the Alabama EduJames Suiter and baby girl, 3061
/
2
milee•
ant secretary of the Kentucky cational Television Commission.
So. 15th.; Mrs. Larry Lyles and
teacher retirement system, will and the Henry Clay Memorial
Sedov, quoted by 'lass, said he
by girl. Alm); Master Dickie
discuss teacher retirement. and Foundation. He is also a member
believed use station may exist "inMac Farley, 64% Chestnut: Atbert
Reread Pew Intaraaawill
M. 0. Wrather, decretary of F. D.- of the board of curators of Trandefinitely" since its solar batteries
Allen Poole. Rt. 4; Dellal. M.
E. A. for the last 30 years, will sylvania College,
generate enough energy to ensure
Karnes.
1111
Mulberry:
Mrs.
Jackson Purchase, HopkinsvOie speak on the history of the asthe functioning of all instruments
Dr. Rose is a member of the
Roby Elizabeth Hendon. 407 No. -Owerrehe TO areas- Mostly clousociation.
and radio equipment thiougheut.
Newnan-len Society of England,
19th: Mrs. Robert Parrish, Rt. dy and mild with a few showWilitam I. Martin, principal of
Several Russian scientists were 3: Mrs. Gerald
the American Association of ColCooper and baby ers this morning, ending and
Crow Island School, Winnetka,
quoted again today as saying the boy. Rt
leges,
Omicron
Delta
Kappa,
I: Mrs. Ira Wadkins, becoming partly cloudy this af11)., will speak at the elementary
inoonrbeket would spe e d man's Rt. I. Kirksey:
Kappa Alpha. and the University
Mrs. Luther Hill, ternoon. High today 77 to 80.
section in the College Auditorflight into space and one, V. Le- Hazel; Mrs. William
Club of New York City.
Duncan, Rt. Generally fair and seasonably
ium at 2:30 p. m.
vantovsky, predicted that rockets 3: Mrs. Evelyn Byraum,
Dodson is a graduate of West312 No, cool tonight and Wednesday. Low
The Murray State Bend 2nd
in the near future may be able 6th.
tonight 54 to 57. High Wednes- the a eapella choir will perform ern Kentucky State College, holdto glide back to the earth safety
ing both an A. B. and M. A.
day in lower 70s.
at the first general session After
with space data after going to the
from there. He has done addiTemperatures at 5 a. m. CDT.: the
afternoon
general session,
mcon.
Covington 70. Bowling Green 69, the group will divide Inuit sec- tional graduate work at the University of Kentucky. the UniPaducah 68, Lexington 70, Lon- tional meetings.
versity of Louisville, and Indon 69. Louisville 69 and HopLuncheons will be held at 12
MA OLSON V II.LE
diana University.
h e kinsiville 69.
noon by the Wen Kentucky AdMadisonville airport, now undet
Evansville. Ind., 69
ministration Club. the ElementHe has been a classroom teaC nstruction in the Anton section
Huntington, W. •Vs., 63.
ary Principals Club, the Associt- cher. a high school principal, a
via Pate of Murray was ar- of Hopkins County, will be comtion for Chilhood Education. the county superintendent, and superrested near Puryear on Saturday pleted soon.
Social Science section, the Li- intendent of Horse Cave Indeby 'rennessee Highway patrolman
Mayor David A. Parish said MonTOBACCO ADVISORY
brary division, and the Business pendent Schools. In
he
1948
Sergeant'Wayne Tubbs and Deputy day work is proceeding rapidly on
Education section.
United Prow International
joined the Kentucky Department
Johnny Ethridge. He was charged the peering of the new 3.500 foot
Dr. Rose, who was president of Education as director of pubCur:ng conditions have been
with DWI and having no drivers runway It is expected to be finishonly fair over the stae, but will of Transylvania College for sev- lic relations, and in 1954 was
license.
ed Wednesday.
be improved in western Ken- en years before going to Alabama, elected to his present position
Pate was bound over the action
The new runway is 10U feet wide,
tucky today and over the entire was born in Meridian, Mississip- with KEA.
of the grand jury under $250 bond with the center 75 feet paved and
pi. He • holds an A. B. degree
state Wednesday.
Martin, widely known for his
at a hearing before Squire Jesse a 12112 'fact wide sodded area on
If the cured tobacco in barns from Transylvania College and telling of stories and for his
Muse Jr. in Paris and fined $5.00 each ?side of the pavement.
is in more than medium ease, a B. D. degree from Transylvan- children's books, has studied at
and costs for having no drivers
Madisonville
recently received the barns
should be opened and ia Seminary. Other degrees in- Northwestern University, Cornell
license.
$20,000 in aid from the Kentucky
the leaf dried out. If there still elude a LL.D., from the Univer- University, and
Kansas State
Aeronautics Commission to help are some
uncured leattes and sity of Cincinnati and a Litt. D. Teachers College.
defray the $315.000 cost of paving fires
SURPLUS FOOD
for drying are pot be.ng 'from
the
University
of AlaMrs. Frank TitcGary of the
the new airstrip An application used, the ventilators
should be bama. He has also done grad- Ballard County Schools. is presiSurplus food commodities will be was made for federal aid for the
opened during that part of the uate study.at the University of dent of FDEA. Barkley Jones,
disteibuted Friday. October 15th in project.
way when cured leaves hanging London. He
was professor of principal
of
H1 ch
Mayfield
The next improvement planned outside the barn are dry.
back of Taber's Upholstery Shop
Close philosophy at Transylvania from School. is vice-president. and M
North Third Street, from 8.30 f..*r the airport will be runway the barn when these leaves out- 1945-48.
0. Wrather, Murray State Collights and a beacon.
a. m to 4:3Q p. m.
side begin to come into case.
In 1955 Dr. Rose was named lege, is secretary.
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TUESDAY — OCTOBER 6, 1959

AUTHORIZED

New School Buildings .

. $500,000

Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation
WILDCATS CLAW HAWKEYES 14-10 --'Ron Burton (22) who ran wild against
Oklahoma in the
opening game of the season, takes a handoff from QB Chip Holcomb (24) but
is thrown for a 2yard loss in the first quarter of the Wildcat's game at Iowa City against Big
Ten champion Iowa.
The Cats went on to beat Iowa in a fourth quarter surge by a score of 14-10 before
a crowd of
60,000.

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks. Curbs and Gutters
Widened Street In Some Areas
Continued Home Building

$82.:i66 b4 (players share in first
four games only).
Cornenissioner's share — S262,4612.28:
White Sic club share — $148,727.52.
Dodgers club share — $146.727.51.
American League share 1144,727 50
National League share — $148,727.50.

Facts And
Figures On
Ten Years Ago Today
World Series
Airport For Murray

Addition T

H =pit:0

Ledger & Times File

The Calloway County Fiscal Court has apPrOpr
iatod
$1.000 for a monument to Nathan B. Stubhlef
ield to
built on the north west corner of the court square,
according to Pink Curd. County Judge.
Harry Jenkins Plumbing and Heating Compan
y here
has been awarded contracts for the heating
and plumbing in the additions to Hardin, Sharpe. and
Brewers
schools, it was announced today.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Samuel Diuguid, Jr..
annoonce
the engagement of their daughter, Miss
Barara Ruth
Diuguid. to Richard Ray Mason, son -of the late
Mrs. Era
Haig and Ray M. Mason.
Mr. arid *it Sam Holcomb of Lexington. Tenn..
at...
the guests of their son, Frank Holcomb
. and family of
412 North Seventh Street. .
Mrs. Ben T. Cooper, with her little
daughter, Julie
has returned to Louisville after spendin
g ten days with
her mother. Mrs. M. D. Holton.
and sister. Mrs. D. F.
McConnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Carrie Rose of Mayfiel
d were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Rose, 207
N, 5th Street.:.

\\\MIll1l1111/1/Ill

MURRAY
BREVE-IN THEATRE
OPEN

!45

STARTS

By LEO II. PETERSEN
another runner base-bound in the I give the triumph to young Larry
UPI Sports Editor
LOS AiNGLIieS 11PD — Cnicago's eighth. Gil led off the bottom of I Sherry and fasten the defeat on
go-go White Sox, who haven't been the in! rig with his payoff poke to I relief ace Gerry Staley.
guava far enough around the bases,
admIlminwim
faced sudden death in the World
Series today as a long-disappointing
kid trsen Brooklyn went out in an
attempt to administer the coup de
grace.
Twenty-three -year old Sandy
Koufax, a fast-balling left bander,
will attempt to compensate for a
$25.000 bonus and a mere 213-'27
by
record over the past five years by
F. H. RIDDLE
trying to close out the series for
Your "telephone Manager
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
But the White S.x, undaunted
by the fact that they trailed three
games to one. promised to unchain
the runners they have been stranding on the bases with frusuating
frequency and pull themselves back
into contention behind the fast ball
THERE'S A GREAT TV SHOW FRIDAY NIGHT
hurling of big Bob Shaw.
SW Have Chance
When the Bell Telephone Hour begins a new season
"We've still got a helluva chance,"
of special hour-long programs. There'll be music, singing
asserted Crnsox Manager Al Lopez,
and dancing by such fine entertainers as the Kingston
faced in addition with a second
World Series mauling „n the heels
Trio, Red Nichols and his Five Pennies, Connee Boswell
of his four straight 1954 losses to
and Alfred Drake. And the 57-piece Bell Telephone Orthe Giants when he was manasing
chestra will be on hand. The show's in color, too, on
Cleveland. Ignoring the fact taut
NBC-TV. Remember, it's this Friday, October 9th, at
he now'as 1-7 in World Series play,
he added: "We haven't done any10 P.M., EST (9 P.M., CST). Check your newspaper
thing the easy way all year and
for local time and station.
we can't expect it now."
• • •
Yet, without unshackling tnose
baserunners. his task 1(icat„ed virtually hopeless For an twe 'record
attendance games in the Coliseum.
the White Sox have stranded a
killing total of 20 base runners.

LOS ANGKLES
— Facts and
figures on the 1959 World Series: WORLD SERlEs RESI'LTS
R.vals — Chicago White Sox vs.
United Press International
Los An‘eles Dodgers.
4th game
Chicago (A)
UUU 490— 4 10 ii
Results so far — Cnicago 11. L. A. IN)
004 000 Ulx—
u
Los Angeles U (1st game': Los
Wynn. Lown
1 . Pierce (4),
Angeles 4 Chicago J 2na game); Staley (7)
and Lollar. Craig. SherL s Angeles 3, Chicago '2 tard ry (81 and Rosebor,.
Winner —
same': Los Angeles 5. Chicago 4 Sherry Loser
— Staley. arta —
'4th game)
Lollar. Hodges
Remain:rig schedule — At Los
Angeles. game 5 iTuesday, Oct. 6);
at Chicago, games 6 and 7, if neces7 SPIDER BITE CURE
sary (Thursday and Friday. Lief.
ELKO. Nev. UPI
— Evan
8. 9).
Harney, -f Owyhee. Nev.. e x...:Rania and Television — National pained he was arrested for drunBroadcasting Company. 4:45 p.m. keneee after a !rend advised him
e d.t. at Los Angeles. 1:4a p.m. to treat a spider bae with ale d.t. at Chicai.o).
eahol.
Filth
'I took too much," Harney told
f,. ufc
Iff
art
xleaz
g
oame
rLos
_
PAite
ngneelress. 1:100
—6
:::adw
y the court. The judge released him
with the suggestions that he go to
Lidos — 13-10 Dodgers tavored to a finsp.tal for a more reliable
win the filth game and Dodgers treatment.
(avared at 6-1 to •aon series.
Weather forecast for taw game
SPANKING CHILDREN
— Clese and sunny.
Lit:ON'DOI UPI — 1142gistrate
Financial figures for the first
Reg:nald Seaton, who twice had
ur _aeries:
advised parents of runaway oh,!Attendance —
siren to spank them, reperted
ToLal receipts — $1.746.735.35.
Thursday that his 15-year-old
Players' •
cent)

Nine men left on base contributed to their ruin Monday as they
fell, 5 to 4, before an eighth-inning
home run by veteran Gil Hod_es
—adding to the saga of th se old
Brooklyn heroes who went west
with the franchise two years ago.

ROISTERER? — Suruile Lee
Small looka anything but a
troublemaker
in
Beverly
Hills. Calif., police station.
but the story runs otherwise.
She's accused of tlirowing a
lamp, plates. glasses aril a
bottle during an argument In
a Hollywood restaurant. A
few innocent byaitters got
bruised. Fannie was with
Ronnie Burns, son of George
Burns and Gracie Allen.
Burns wasn't involved in the
argument. As a matter of
fact. Sunnie as vs Mere
wasn't ang anyway.
-

The Dodgers had rolled up a
four-run lead with a third-inning
barrage of hve straight hits which
rooted Early Wynn. the burly minthand& wh., treated them so scornfully in that opening 11-0 rout at
Chicago Compounding his dismissal were two White Sox errors
and a passed ball.
Sax Finally Score
Meanwhile, the Waite Sox —
playing before a second straight
record series crowd of 92-550—Iert
tw
on in the first inning when
Sherin Lollar rapped into a double
play, one on in the second arid
third, and two more aboard both
in the fourth and six innings then.
finally, they cracked through .n
the seventh to tie it up at 4-4 wre-i
Ted Kluszewski knocked in one
run and Lollar gct liimseit even
for that first inning double play
smash by spanking a three-rim
homer over the screen in left held
Hodges wiped it all out for them.
and put their backs squarely ajainat the wall, after tney left

6:30

Adults ...

NO PASSES

75" - CHlriren .
ACCEPTED

JOHIWAYIE lifILLIAM HOLDEN
.5

THE HORSE SOLDIERS

• ROES WHERE ON,Y "HE GREAT ONES
001
mo Nein neADDISK SMCS(11
gagg w Douai

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT

DEBBIE REYNOLDS

BING CROSBY ,
ROBERT WAGNER

in "SAY ONE

SPEAKING OF TELEVISION, many homes have a special
kind of TV interference — the teenager telephone chats.

0

The young people have a lot to talk about, what with all
the school and social activities. Still, the rest of the family
want to hear TV or radio, or maybe just have their own
conversations. You can make the whole family happy by
giving teenagers a bedroom extension phone. Then, they
can chat in private and not bother anyone. Just call our
Business Office and see how little an extintion..phone costs.
•

•

•

I SOMETIMES WONDER if folks realize what great
work it takes to get out the newspapers that serve our

•

communities. The papers are mighty important to all of us.
Newspaper folks are ohserving National Newspaper Week
October 15-21 and Sigma Delta Chi, the professional
journalism fraternity, is celebrating its 50th anniversary.
Hats off to the journalists for doing a good job of keeping us informed. The better informed we are, the better
our chances to keep our freedom!. A free press is one of
the foondations of 0"r"locr7.

HE DAY
OU
COVER

TONITE thru THURSDAY

Adrni.:-ion:

•

Telephone
Talk

Entered at the Poet Office, Murray,
Kentucky, foe transmisseue sa
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Canter
Ls Murray, per week 2941. Poe
taceth Me In Calloway and aclioio.ing
mustier. pot 'seg. is.sk
Where, $550.

IMPROVEMENTS

TUESDAY — OCTOBER 8, 19594

I

•

DGE 1

PITT WINS INTERSECTIONAL SQUEAKER 25•21
.It fullback Jim Cunningham is ha,.1.,!
down in his own territory by UCLA tacklers.
Paul Oglesby and Don Vena in the second quarter
at Pi'. Stadium
:••
•• •
' Coast aggregation 25-21 before 59,000 fans.

FOR ME- - Color

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
Mohan Picture That Cries Oirt
will Switchblade Savagery
...MA Shocking Sonetty!

JOHN SAON
l00

Cry
Fought

A complete new line of eco
nomy
cars in the low-price field!
441; =

Some guts
just take

•

1.1••
:

v/1.04 tf,ry

-71441
.
11.!
•

•

•01••••.111.

••1-1

•••-11.•

ILLINI OUTMANEUVERS ARMY' 14.6 —Illinuis
FB Jun Brown (37) at left, stuns Army wit._
second touchdown as ht. knifes through
the Army line to score. The Illini went on to
defeat the
.
.1 14-0 !,.loie a crowd of 6.5,000.

NOW DODGE BUILDS TWO
GREAT CARS
New DODGE DART • New '60
DODPF.

•

OM-

•

o.

OCTOBER 6, mad

v TUESDAY

- OCTOBER 6, 1959
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TIMES

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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triumph to young Larry
and fasten

the

"? LINO

defeat on
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IN NE WORLD IS
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e Gerry Staley.

Indwea se•is

r.

mias CTHAAR?

YOU'LL PIN D IT IN THE WAMI
WT AL'S
FOR

SALE

I

100

TEN VENDING MACHIN.t.,
the
new sports card and bubble
dispensers. See at 914 Sycamore alter
5 p.m.
1U-tIC

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

WHITE LEGHORN pullets.
30 DIPIFEHENT COLORS in penShould lay in about a month.
A CHOICE PURFAIRED YOUNG
500 each in your Container.
cils. What ever color pencil you
Also Jersey bull
et blue ribbon stock. need, we have it. Good
3 good used Speed Queen Wringfor map
Four miles north on Benton
High- work, or anything where differer Washers. 407 South 8th
Street. way.
W. W. Dickerson.
nt colors are needed. Office SupM. G. Richardson.
11.)-taP
JUST REVEIVED ONE Canoed
electric heaters. Buy now
and
leke them Installed. Wait until
LIPEember 10 to pay. We do any
type of electric work. Dill Electric
Company. Phone PI, 3-2ii3U,
11)-7C

•

TEN ALUeellauM
windews, sett storing. One door with
piano hinge. Insulated jams $164.e0
installed. Home Comfort Company,
108 South 12th Street. PLaza
3d07.
TrlS,

' FRIDAY NIGHT
egins a new season
11 be music, singing
ers as the Kingston
lies, Connee Boswell
Bell Telephone Or's in color, too, on
ay, October 9th, at
eck your newspaper

la
. JUST POSTS 230. Phone FL 35W.
10-1UC
'50 MODEL BUICK 4-door. New
tires, clean as a pin. Call PL 3-4titti
or IL 3-3947 after eve p.m.
NICE OIL HEATER with or Without 150 std. tank. See Hasten
Wright, Stella or phone 1-4-3-airr.

LARGE MODERN sratvicr. state tit mein highway. Pumping
over 10,000 gallons now. Owner
leaving town. isor Information, call
PLaza 3-3571.
1U-7C

homes have a special
ager telephone chats.
about, what with all
the rest of the family
just have their own
iole family happy by
n phone. Then, they
inyone. Just call our
:xlcation,..pbone costs.

s realize what great
apers that serve our
mportant to all of us.

0

GIRL'S WINTkOkt COAT. pants and
hat to match. Also raincoat. Size 4.
Ladies size lti suits, dresses and
coat. See at ale Sycamore after 5
p.m.
10-tIC

•

SATURDAY, CX.7.1.0.tir.it Itttn, 10
am, rain or stune at the Nance
Sisters old brick hsuse, one of Use
oldeet kind marks in the county,
located in Wild Cat Creek Comply Department, Ledger and munity on Ky. Lake, seven miles
UNUSUALLY ArettACeIVE trarne
Times, North Fourth Street. Al- east of Murray on blacktop behouse, 514 Beale Street. Extra large
so six different colors in roll tween Murray - Cadiz and Murray living room, two nice bedrooms,
larbels.
S-26-NC Dover highways. Signs will be on
convenient kitcnen, lovely bath,
1
2 and a miles out.
and utility room. Priced fer im- DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE. each road 2/
mediate sale by owner. May be Prompt service. Trucks dispatched Having sold store and cottages, they
seen by appointment only. Call by Iwo-way radio. Call collect have surplus amount of household
furniture, bedsteads, springs, matPLaza 3-3387,
1U-8C Mayfield Cfierryhill 7-5331. If no
answer call collect Union City, Ten- tress, tables, chairs, rockers, moves,
1969 STUDEBAKER LARK deluxe
nonce, phone TUrner 5-9361. ..TFC spreads and draperies. Juke box and
station wagon. 9.000. Local. Save
records, assorted sizes of used tires,
Laireakins Motor Sales. FOR ANY TYPE ELECTRIC wore also one of the largest collecUons
$5$$
Second & Main, phone PLaza 3- call -thil Electric Company. Pbone
antiquee ever sold in county,
4913.
11-4C possibly 21)0 pieces. Cut glass bowls,
10-15C PL, 3-2//30.
tumbler dishes, dishes etched gobREPORT Ols PROPERTY Pitt,lets. German, French and Austrian
FOR
SUMED
ABANDONED
AS Or
China, 58 piece china set (Limoges).
1
JULY 1, 1959. Property held by
Set Rose china. 1D.13. Co. Bee Hive
HOUSE ON SOUTH 11th STREET
individuals, financial or other instamp) band painted mugs, plates,
Four bedrooms, two up and two
stitutions to Pe turned over to
dessert dishes, milk glass, royal
downstairs. Basement. Gas heat. T.
the Department of Revenue, LiamDaulton pitcher, Fractures & frames,
G. Shelton. PL 3-2345.
1U-7C rnonwealth at Kentucky, between
salt cellars, salt and pepper shakers,
November 1 and November 15,
odd covered dishes and many small
UPSTAIRS k'UttNISHED APART- 196e, if not claimed before that
vases. Wash bowl and pitcher, silvment for rent. Heat and hot and Urne.
er butter bowl (trristal design)
cold water furnished. Reasonable
BANK OF MURRAY
brass ware, Seth Thomas clock, odd
price. PE 3-4562.
4th at Main Street
10-1P
glass lamps, books, cherry chest 14
Murray, Kentucky
drawer). Also many sets of new
THREE UNt'UKNISHEJJ ROOMS Jack Manning, Rt. 2, Hazel, Ken- dishes, variety
of canned fruit and
at 41.6 South 12th St. Private en- tucky, $15.61); J. W. Burkeen, 1048 vegetables. Any
an-unt cooking
Searnore Avenue, Nashville, lenn.,
trance.
utensils and odd house hold ware.
$3.41; Twyrnan Williams and WesEats and drinks served. Douglas
Moffett, addscos
ley
unknown,
Shoemaker, Auctioneer. Please tell
I
WANTED
your friends about this unusual
Sale.
111-7C
ECONOMY TO THE WIND
APPLIANCE SALESMAN, pant ec
MONTREAL
UPI
City
fafull time, ages
between '21-33,
Business Opportunities I
iaaply at main office net. 1:IJ0 p.m. thers set aside economy and au105 No. 4th Street, Murray.
10a7C thonzed a trip by Chief Assessor
Camille R. Dodin to Philadelphia MARRIED MAN WITH
CAE FOR
next month to attend the annual
seetablished route in this area.
RELIABLE PERSON IN ibis area
conference of the National ASSD4,000 customers. 400 items. Work
to p.ck up payments on singer
cmtieon of Assessing Oiticers.
by appointment. $80.00 per week
Automatic Zig lag Sewing MaThe crmcil1 ors reversed their
guaranteed to start plus expense
chine, c, nsole
model. Payments
earlier decision after .Godin ex- allowance. This
is possible due to
only $9 77 month. Write credit
plained he was scheduled to de- large expansion.
For interverw ph
manager '212 North 12th, Murray,
liver a speech, receive an award 3-2777
Paducah, after 7 p.m.
Ky., or call PLaza '3-1757 for
and perhate be elected a direc10-27C
further ailormattop. W:11 d:scotint
tor. It would be embarrassing.
-1
for cash.
Godin said, if he wasn't there.
INVITATION TO BID

r

RENT

TOUCH SADDLE
By MATT STUART

ID By iLatt Stuart. 1959; from the Dodd. Mead & Co. novel;
distributed by King Features Syndicate.

CITARTF.R 13
could blank out everything.
!new Frank, not only showing tha
ROMI the Imperial to the livNow however, despite the kind old
pereonal aversion sue! list -ste.
ery barn started as quite a of nigLit he'd been through,
and :but defying any semblance of aujourney for Frank Dalma r. though his head was still a
throb- thority with outright, challenging
Emerging on the street he paused. bing
torment, thoughts
ware emphasis.
pulling his hat low, for, after the clearing. Also, from
some preAnger deepened in Bard o,
shadowed interior of the saloon viously =guessed corner
of his though tempozed
with a cautionthe bright pour of the sun was character, emerged grim
convic- ing
puzzlement.
pure torture to his bloodshot tion, which, by the time
Double
"You," he blurted, "must have
(fps. In addition, his head was Diamond headquarters
Idled out
been feeding on raw meat. What
a vast torment of throbbing ' ef the plain ahead, became
equalmisery.
the devil's got into you?"
ly grim decision.
Nor was the street the usual
Frank stepped into his saddle.
Knowing thirst again, his first
• level, solid stretch. Instead, at
act on reaching home was to Bitterness pinched and twisted his
the moment it contained an upseek a faucet under the windmill lips. He put his glance on Bardo
=dolmen
shiftiness, SO
when tower and once more quench the Sampson and spoke with a slow
Frank started along it, he moved inner fires. This taken
distinctness.
care of,
with his feet spaced carefully to
"All 1 got to say to you Is
he went Into the cook shack.
brace against such treacherous
this. Stay away from me!"
"Fix me a meal, Joe," be orgoings-on. However, physical acWith /such parting shot he set
dered.
tivity in itself proved a help, and
his horse In motion, and as soon
The cook made out to arse. as he
the further he went along the
was clear of headquarters
"Noon grub ain't too far away. he
more things steadied down.
swung his mount until, dead
From the doorway of the sta- You can wait-"
ahead and blue as smoke In
the
ble. Jigger Henley saw Frank
"Nu!" cut in Frank harshly. misty distance, reared
the liftheading
his
way.
leg bulk of the Saddleback
Whereupon "Fix it now. Get at it!"
Hills.
Jigger got busy and by the time
The cook stared, showing some
• • •
•
Frank turned in, had his horse surprise.
Then
he
shrugged
From
the narrow
bank
of
In the runway and was saddling sulkily, stirred up the fire and shade
thrown by the overhang
up. A man who liked a cold put on a frying pan.
of the Imperial, Jonas
halmar
drink of water at regular interFrank went over
. to the ranch- saw his son
turn in at Jigger
vals throughout the day, Jigger house and to his room. Here he Henley's
stable, shortly to reapalways kept a canvas water-bag made a compact roll of a couple pear in
saddle.
He
watched
hanging from a wall peg. Sight of blankets. A scabbarded rifle Frank
ride out on the
Double
of the hag, with its moist, bulg- hung from one wall peg, a belt Illemond
trail and nodded satising bulk, set off a raging thirst and hilstered six-shooter firm faction
an he turned to Wiley
in Frank Delmar. Noting Frank's another. He laid the rifle on the Crofts.
avid glance. Jigger nodded.
blankets and buckled on the belt
"He's going home. You
stay
"Co ahead," he said. "Help gun.
put for a while. I got some
bud11/ yourself."
Into • pair of saddle-bags he neat: to look Into." He
started to
Frank lifted down the water- dumped a couple of boxes
of am- turn away, then paused and addbag and drank long and deep, munition, added some odds
and ed an acid after-thought "If
the wet coolness of the water ends of clothing and a pair
of Asbell tries to nush you around
pouring all through him, quench- fleld-glassea. Finally he
tossed a again-don't let him! Is that
ing the inner fires. He paused blanket-lined, canvas coat to
the plain enough?
Don't let him,
for breath, then drank again. pile and carried it all out of
the I'm not paying you to buckle
Sighing, he replaced the water house and over to his horse.
under to that fellow. And do a
bag and turned to Jigger.
Saddle-bags, blankets and the little more complete
job than
"Obliged," he mumbled gruffly. coat he tied behind the
cantle. you've done so far!"
"Ana
for
looking
after
my The rifle he siting under the near
So saying, Jonas Palmer headhorse."
He
reached
for
his stirrup
fender.
These
things ed along the street toward the
pocket. "What do I owe you?" taken care of he returned
to the Prairie Reuse.
t "Nothing," Jigger said. "You cookshack and sat down to
Wiley Goes stared after him
tough
paid in advance, last night."
steak, cold biscuits and luke- with round, sullen eyes,
and his
Frank frowned, blinking. "1 warm coffee.
lips shaped windless words as
t
dh
oin'
na
t ..
.
remember paying you anyDone with his meal, he located •no mumbled to himself.
After
an empty flour seek and in the which he slid down on his
heavy
"Not in money," Jigger ad- cook's storeroom, filled It
to haunches and hunkered there,
mitted. "You earned a night's bulging.
The cook eyed
him mechanically fashioning another
care for your horse when you gloomily, but said nothing.
Frank smoke.
shut Tunnison's mouth for him" carried the sack of supplies over
Beside him the Imperial door
"Oh,"
murmured
Frank. to his horse and slung it to his swung and Link Xabell
came
"That?"
saddle horn. Whir he was about through. Ashen paused, dropping
"Yeah." Jigger said. "That." this, Bardo Sampson appeared in a quick glance at (loss's
crouchde" He slipped the headstall into the doorway of the bunkhouse, ed figure.
But as Goss was
IPplare, handed Frank the reins. observed for a 'moment,
then plainly intent on minding his
Frank climbed carefully Into crossed over.
own huminem, Asbell switched his
the saddle, settled himself, and
"What's the Idea'" he demand- attertion to the high, briny figrode out,
ed heavily. "Where you think lire of Jonas Delmer. and no saw
Clear of town he took the you're going'?"
the cattleman turn In at the
home trail, rind though his horse
"None of your business!"
Prairie Hone.'. Aebell pondered
wanted to run a little, he held
Bardo Sampson's protuberant that observation for a little time,
It to a swinging walk. For he eyes bulged.
trying to dredge sonic signifihad some stern thinking to do.
"Why damn your ineolent hide cance
from
It.
Failing,
Se
Yesterday,
under
the
find -you can't talk to me that shrugged, eroneed to his horse
numbing shock of What his father war!"
and left town. ...
had disclosed, his mind seemed
"I did." Frank said credits "And
adj lock, holding no clear thought if you don't like it-what are you
The Balmer.' end flint the
wat all. Then, his only trnmille toing to do about Its"
town Is no health resort no the
had h"en to get away, to find a
Barrio considered him with an
story continues tilth new exeefuga. of some sort wherein he anere sefoniehtrient. Here was a
nitenterd. hero

The city of Murray Waiter and
Sewer System will on October le,
1950 at 7:00 p.m. take DiCIS to
purchase one 44s ton truck and
one 2 ton truck. Specifications
may be seen at the office ot tne
superintendent. 'flue city reserves
the right to reject any and all
bads.
It. W. Mule
Superintendent

•F

•

•

RS

MANGLE (ELECTRIC WON Ell),
Thor automatic glachron, a4.5; 18
inch jigsaw with motor, $33; rifle,
savage, model 99, caliber Stiti, 51110;
110 volt electric heater, $10; bathroom scale, $5. Phone PL 3-1615
iskr 5:30 p.m.
1U-7C
SMALL UPRIGHT PlANNO., Excellent condition. Call PLaza
or see at 517 Whitnell.

nal Newspaper Week
:hi, the professional
its 50th anniversary.
a good job of keepd we are, the better
, free press is one of

omy
11
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1U-dt.:

sualurrs SALE
THE SHERIFF Ois Calloway County will on the 24th day of October
1950 sell at public auction at tne
Courthouse door, Murray, Calloway

HELP WANTED

URGENTLY

NEEDED

MEN 18 - 34 TO TRAIN in Railroad
Communications. Jobs waiting. agents, operators. Above average pay.
Lifetime security, plus many benefits. Good health, eyesight, high
schcsa educatun. Write name, address, telephone number to Box
32.-A, Murray, Ky.
10-7C

MAN FOR SERVICE SiATION.
All around man, Reyes Gulf Service. 9th and Sycamore, Phone Pe.
3-3944.
1U-7C

YOUNG MAN. Apply to Ed Thur19-iF
mond at Thurrnond's Mill.

Statement required by the Act
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include in
of August 24, 1912, as amended by cases where tne stockholder or
the Acts of Marcn 3, 1933, and security holder appears upon the
July 2, 1946 (Title 311, United States books of the company as trustee
Code, Section X.13) showing trie or in any other fiduciary relation,
County, Kentucky a 19.55 Chevrolet ownership, management, and cir- the name of the person or corporaDump Truck, Motor No. 0204125, culation of
tion for whom such trustee le.
between the hours of 1:00 p.m. and
The Ledger and Times pubilsried acting; also the statements in tne
4:00 p.m. to the highest and best daily except Sunday at Murray, two paragraphs show the affant's
bidder on a credit of three months Kentucky for October 1, Weil.
full knowledge and belief as to Use
4 3). The sheriff will take from the
1. The names and addresses or circumstances and conditions unpurchaser a bond with good surety
the publisher ,editor, managing ed- der which stockholders and security
for the purchase prize, pay able to itor,
and business managers are: holders who do not appear upon
the plaintiff W. F. isitts, Johnny James C. Williams, Murray, Ky.
the books of tne company as trusParker and Jack Dodd and bearing
tees, hold stock and securities in a
2. The owner is: (if owned by a capacity other than that of a tiona
interest at the rate of 6 per cent
per annum until paid; however the corporaLsn, its name and address fide owner.
purchaser may pay the said bond must be stated and also immediate5. The average number of Copies
at any tame before maturity.
1'1' ly thereundef the names and ad- of each issue ot this publication
dresses of stockholders owning or so:d or distributed, through the
Mbrithly
saayroll
expenditures
for Federal, state and local civilial governanerit employes ran to

STEAM
preferred.

Eacperienced
Boon e Laundry and more then InVO and a half billion
Cleaners, South side Court Square, dollars last year, according to tile
Murray, Kentucky.
10-7C Tax Foundation, Inc.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE An., to
ACROSS
I-Irrult drink
4-Paid notice
5-Embrace
11 -Indicate
13-Simpler
15-Part of
"to b."
11-Rumors
1B-A 'date
(abbr I
:9 -Conjunction .
21 -Claealfy
23-(1tri's name
14-Above mai
touching
It South
African
Dutch
24-alser island
2)-Ste. ins of
,P,Pnrr
31-Fals. hoods
32:Symbol for
tantalum
34-8bleld
3,;-Metal
fastener
311-liebrew
letter
40-Weakens
41-Liberated
.45-Sign at
goatee
47-w9aei tracks
11-Ireland
50-Untts of
energy
52-Teara
44-A non tInant
(abb.')
es-leiraietoed
sloth
114-Tell
point
41-Dtreet the
attention of
113-0.4.1
al-Married
*gain
.5(abbr.rasas
11-Piirted at
time

More than 1.001) steps a year
pass through the port of Honolulu, Hawaii's principal city.

Yesterday's Pulse

UBOM MOO amo
oman moo moo
rit riiiiIt NOP
MU IMMO 15109R
.RME1 0030
IS11M773 UOMO MP
NUOUBM warm
am mom mucosa.
71513 MUDD PMMN
mon omno MO
MUM MONO MM
171M MOM MCP
Jcia wool ie:Our;
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holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of stack. it not owned by
a corporation, the names and ad-

mails or otherwise, to paid subscriber* during the 12 months preceding the date shown above was:
dresses of individual owners must (This information is required from
partnership
be given. If owned by a
daily, weekly, semi-weekly, and
or other unincorporated firm, its tri-weekly newspapers only./ 20193
name and address, as well as that paid circulation.
C. wimamm
of each individual member, must
be given.) W. P. Williams, Paris,
Sworn to and subscribed before
Tennnessee; Mrs. W. P. Williams, me this 6th day of October, 19a/i.
Paris, Tennessee; James C. Wil- James L. Harmon. My commission
liams, Murray, Ky.
expire! on October 14, 1959.
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders
NUDIST
NEWS
owning or holding 1 per cent or
Devape Gale UPI- A local
more of total amount of bonds., nudist camp has scheduled a remortgages, or other securities are: run of a color film titled: "The
(11 there are none, se state.) None. Three Bares and Goldylocrics."
NO
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SCOTT DRUG CO.
Phone Piase 3411147

Calmar at 4th & Main
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me sell you a

car.
I signed my name, I gave my money,
I bought a car from Little Bonnie.,,
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HAPPY!!

Bonnie Garrison Used Cars
1 Mile Out, Concord Road

Phone PL 3-5380
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NANCY

by Ernie Buabssillar

I'M USING
REDUCING
VIBRATOR
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THEY'RE GIVING
LESSONS ON TV
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LIL' ABNER

by Al Capp
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ABIME in SLATS

OF
YOU THINK FOLKS ARE
GOING TO SPEND HARD- COURSE,
MY
EARNED MiONEY TO HEAR
BOY-ME TELL SUE I LOVE
WER -AND NE MACKEREL ARE
PUNNIM'
GOOD!

by Raaburn Van Bursa
PLUS THE PACT MAT I'LL BE THE
)oØe
OFF-STAGE VO/GE, DISSECT/NG EKERY et
WORO AND MOUS/Jr ASV PYWPONYTING
THE SADISM, ME ABERRATION,
THE 5UBCONSC100.5
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES'

Go-Go White Sox Haven't Been Going Enough

PUBLISHED by LEDGER • TIMES PUBLIS
HING COMPANY, tea.
Zonsolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway
Tunes, sod This
Tunes-Herald. October 20, 1928, and tne
West Kentiiduaik
JaaraeRIF
I. 1942

B.

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Are reserve the right to reject any Advertisi
ng, Letters to the Paiitor,
re Public Voice :terns which, in
our 01411-40d. are nut
tea MIR
interest ox our readers.
1ATIONAL REPRZSESTATIVES: WALLAC
E
Monroe, Atemptus, Tenn_ 2.50 Park Ave., New WITMER CO., 14SS
York NM IL 11•116ran Ave, Chicago: SO Bolyston St., Breton.
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AUTHORIZED

New School Buildings

$500,000,
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation
WILDCATS CLAW HAWKEYES 14-10 — Ron Burton (22) who ran wild against
Oklahoma in the
,•perung game of the season, tak es a handuff from QB Chip Holcomb (24 but
is thrown for a 2yard loss in the first quarter of the Wildcat's game at Iowa City against Big Ten champio
n Iowa.
The Cats went on to beat Iowa in a fourth quarter surge by a score of 14-10 before
a crowd of
60.000.

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED

a
t;
a

Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Street In Some Areas
Continued Home Building

Is

Airport For Murray
Addition To Hospital

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File

Facts And
Figures On
World Series

$8W2.366.04 Iplayers share in first
four games only).
Commusioner's 'flare — F.462,46v28.
White S x club share — 8148,727 52.
Dodgers'club share — 8148,727.51.
American League snare $148,727 50
,National League share — 8148,727.50.

The Calloway County Fiscal Court has
apOrtipriated
LOS ANGSLAZ
— leaets and
$1.000 for a monument to Nathan B. Stubble
field to be figures on tne 1950 World Series: WORLD SERIES RESULTS
built on the, north west corner of the court
square, accordR.vals — Chicago White Sox vs.
United Press International
ing to Pink Curd, County Judge.
4th game
Los Anteles Dodgers.
Chicago i A) LOU OUU 4UU— 4 11.1 3
Harry Jenkins Plumbing and Heating Compan
Results so far — Cnicago It, L. A. IN)
y here
U04
Ulx—
W u
has been awarded contracts for the heating
list gamer. LOS
and plumb- Los Angeles
Wynn. Lown 13). Pierce (4),
ing in the additions to Hardin, Sharpe,
and Brewers Angeles 4 Chicago 3 (2nd game); Staley 17) and Lollar. Craig. Sherschools, it wa.s announced today.
L s Angeles a, Chicago 2 iard ry 181 and Rosebor,
Winner —
,.amer: Los Angeles 5, Cnicago 4 Sherry. Loser —
Staley. Hits —
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Samuel Diuguid, Jr..
announce .4th game'.
Lollar. Hodges
the engagement of their daughter, Miss
Remaining schedule — At Los
Barara Ruth
Diuguid. to Richard Rio Mason, son of the late
Angeles.
game
tTuesday
5
.
tact
6):
Mrs. Era
Haig and Ray M. Mason.
at Cnicago. games 1$ and 7. if neces7 SPIDER BITE CURE
sary .Thursday and Friday. Oct.
ELKO
Nev. UPI — Evan
Mr. and MM Sam Holcomb of Lexington. Tenn.,
Harney. -f Owyhee. Nev.. exare 8 WI.
the guests of their son. Frank Holcom
Radio and 'television — National paned he was arrested for drunb. and family of
412 North Seventh Street.
Broadcasting Curnpany. (4:45 pm. keness after a friend advised him
e,d.t. at LOS Angeles, 1:43 p.m. to treat a sp:der brte with alMrs. Ben T. Cooper. with her little
conal.
,daughter, Julie. e d.t at Ch.ca,,o).
has returned to Louisville after spendin
"I took too much," Harney told
Fifth game piteners — Sandy
g ten days with
her mother, Mrs. M. D. Holton,
and sister, Mrs. D. F. Krafax for Loa Angeles. Boo Shaw the court. The judge released nim
McConnell.
to: Chreag;-•
with the suggestions that he so to
Odos — 13-1U Dodgers tavored to a hr-sp.tal for a more reliable
Mr. and Mrs. Carrie
iRktf
el2
elavfield were Sunday win the fifth game and Dodgers ir°atTnent•
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Georg
favored at 6-1 to win series.
. 2.7 N. 5th Street.
. ' Weather forecast for Seth game
SPANKING CHILDREN
--Cle.rat and sunny
LONDON UPI —
gistrate
Finaite,ai figures for the first
Reg.neld Seaton. who twice had
r _ames:
adv.sed parents .4 runaway chilAttendance — 2111U.Zati.
-iren to spank them. reperted
Total receipts — $1.740.7.1a.4.5.
Thursday that his 15-year-old
cr'.PI a
L
*4)
n had run
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MURRAY

EIREVE-INI TWEATRE
OPEN

STARTS

of

Nine men left on base contributed to their ruin Monday :IS they
fell, 5 to 4, before an eighth -inning
home run by veteran Gil Hoches
—adding to the saga of thIse old
Brooklyn heroes who went west
with the franchise two years ago.

ROISTERER? — Sunnie Lee
Small looks anything but a
troublemaker
in
Beverly
Hills, Calif.. police stat,on,
but the story runs otherwise.
She's accuse] of throwing a
lamp, plates, glasses and a
bottle during an argument In
a Hollywood restaurant. A
few innocent byaittera got
bruised. Sunnle was with
Ronnie Burns, son of George
Bums and Grade Allen.
Burns wasn't involved in the
argument As a matter of
fact. S•nnte says tl.cre
wasn't ari.t, ar.ya, ay.

The Dodgers had rolled up a
four-run lead with a third-inning
barrage of five straight hits which
mated Early Wynn. the burly minthander wh, treated them so scornfully in that opening 11-U rout at
Chicago. Compounding his dismis&al were two White sox errors
and' a passed ball.
Sox Finally Score
Meanwhile, the White Sox —
playing before a second sLaight
record series crowd of t2a550—tert
two on in the first inning wnen
Sherm Lollar rapped into a double
play, one on in the second and
third, and two snore aboard Dt•tn
in the fourth and six innings 'linen,
finally, they cracked through .n
the seventh to tie it up at 4-4 ‘.yrien
Ted Kluszewski knocked in one
run and Lollar act himself even
for that first inning double play
smash by spanking a three-rian
homer over the screen in left field.
Hodges wiped :t all out for Mem,
and put their backs squarely a4,ainst the wall, after they left
—

SPEAKING OF TELEVISION, many homes have a special
kind of TV interference — the teenager telephone chats.
The young people have a lot to talk about, what with all

0

the school and social activities. Still, the rest of the family
want to hear TV or radio, or maybe just have their own
conversations. You can make the whole family happy by
giving teenagers a bedroom extension phone. Then, they
can chat in private and not bother anyone. Just call our
Business Office and see how little an extsation.phone costs.
•

•

•

•

I SOMETIMES WONDER if folks realize what great
work it takes to get out the newspapers that serve our
communities. The papers are mighty important to all of us.
Newspaper folks are observing National Newspaper Week October 15-21 and Sigma Delta Chi, the professional
journalism fraternity, is celebrating its 50th anniversary.
Hats off to the journalists for doing a good job of keeping us informed. The better informed we are, the better
our chances to keep our freedoms. A free press is one
of
the foundations of rkruocr^ry.

•
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By LEO II. PETERSEN
another runner Oase-bound in the I give the triumph to young Larry
UM Sports Editor
LOS ANGLLkh 1151'll — Cnicago's eighth. Gil led off the bottom of , Sherry and fasten the defeat on
go-go White box. who haven't been the inning with his payoff poke to I relief ace Derry Staley.
going far enough around the bases,
.411111111RIMIIMI
faced sudden death in the World
Series today as a lung-disappointing
kid fr,im Brooklyn went out in an
attempt to administer the coup he
grace.
Twenty-three-year old Sandy
Koufax, a fast-batting left hander,
will attempt to compensate for a
$25,000 bonus and a mere 28-27
by
record over the past five years by
F. H. RIDDLE
trying to close out the series for
Your 1 alephona Manager
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
But the White S. x, undaunted
by the fact that they trailed three
games to one, promised to unchain
the runners they have been stranding, on the bases with frustrating
frequency and pull themselves back
into contention behind the fast bail
THERE'S A GREAT TV SHOW FRIDAY NIGHT
hurling of big Bob Show.
5411 Have Chance
When the Bell Telephone Hour begins a new season
"We've stall got a helluva chance,"
of special hour-long programs. There'll be music, singing
asserted Chisox Manager Al Lopez.
and dancing by such fine entertainers as the Kingston
faced in addition with a second
World Series mauling .n the heels
Trio, Red Nichols and his Five Pennies, Connee Boswell
his four straight 1954 losses to
and Alfred Drake. And the 57-piece Bell Telephone Orthe Giants when he was mana4ing
chestra will be on hand. The show's in color, too, on
Cleveland. Ignoring the fact tact
NBC-TV. Remember, it's this Friday, October 9th, at
he now is 1-7 in World Series play.
he added: "We haven't done any10 P.M., EST (9 P.M., CST). Check your newspaper
thing the easy way all year and
for local time and station.
we can't expect it now."
• • •
, Yet, without unshackling those
baserunners. his task Looked virtually hopeless For in two record
attendance games in the Coliseum,
the White Sox have stranded a
killing total of 211 base runners.

Telephone
Talk

Entered at the Poet Office, Murray,
Kentucky, tor transinualue as
Secund Class Matter
IRJBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier
lannth 85/ In Calloway and adaointag in Murray, par week 200. Par
counties, ger year, $4.50; elsewhere, $a0.
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THE HORSE SOLDIERS
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. R OES WHERE ON,Y 1 HE
GREAT ONES GOI
as• loan rxtei; "mita
COLN Is Dolan a.a.
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LAST TIMES
TONIGHT

DEBBIE REYNOLDS

RING CROSBY

ROBERT
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PITT WINS INTERSECTIONAL SGUEAKER
25-21 —Phi fullback Jim Cunningham is
hauled
down in his own territory by UCLA tacklers,
Paul Oglesby and Don Vena I the second
quarter
a' Pi" S'arh'ir"
(Oh :Ord
W '('act aggregation 25-21 befgre 59,000

"SAY ONE FOR
WAGNERin
111E''. Color

WEDNESDAY

and

THURSDAY

DODGE

A Motion Picture Thet Cries 046
with Switdibiode &worry
And Shocking lionestyl

•

JOHN SUON
IiNIIACR1SIAL

A complete new line of
economy
cars in the low-price field!

Cry
Iblights
,11Fr.
0

•

a

,Niyait,

prier

ILLIN4 OUTMANEUVERS ARMY 14-6 —
F13 Jim Bp•arn (37,1 at kit, shins Army with
a
necona •••uelidown as he knifes through
the Army line t., sc, ,i(. The Mini went on to
defeat the
Ly a
,.• ••1 14-6 tat...at: a Li. l of 65,000.

4 *410 .v»,
NOW DODGE BUILDS TWO
GREAT CARS
New DODGE DART. New '60
DOOrr

4

4

•

•
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PEANUTS
e triumph to young Larry
and fasten the defeat on
ce Gerry Staley.
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TEN VENDING MACHLNIZ, the
now igrorts card and bubble dispensers. See at 914 Sycamore alter
100 WHITE LEGliCeN pullets. 5 p.m.
1U-de
Shotiki lay in about a month.
A CHOICE PUREBitta) YOUNG
500 each in your container. Also
Jersey bull af blue ribbon stock.
3 good used Speed Queen WringFour miles north on Benton Higher Washers. 407 South 8th Street.
way. W. W. Dickerson.
10-he
M. G. Richardson.
JUST RECEIVED. ONE Canoed
electric-- heaters. buy now and
time them installed. Wait until
LIPternber 10 to pay. We do any
type of electric work. Diu baectrIc
Congiany. Phone PL 3-2930, 1U-7C

I

TEN ALUMINUM Si OHM wind...two, sear storing. one dt.x3r with
piano hinge. Insulated jams $164.50
installed. Home Comfort Company,
108 South 12th Street. PLaza 33007..
tx:

V FRIDAY NIGHT
)egins a new season
be music, singing
aers as the Kingston
inies, Connee Boswell
e Bell Telephone OrW'S in color, too, on
Jay, October 9th, at
Ueck your newspaper

wusT PosTs ne. Phone

10 DIFFERENT COLORS in pencils. What ever color pendia You
need, we have it. Good for map
work, or anything where differnt colors are needed. °Mice Supply
Department, Ledger
and
UNUSUALLY nratAcTLVE frame
Times, North Fourth Street. Alhouse, 514 Beale Street. Extra large
so six dieferent colors in roll
living room, two nice bedrooms,
labels.
S-26-NC
convenient kitchen, lovely bath,
and utility room. Priced fer Im- DEAD STOCK REMOVED FEEL
mediate sale by owner. May be Ihrempt service. Trucks dispatched
seen by appointmeat only. Call by two-way radio. Call collect
PLaza 3-3387.
1U-SC Mayfield CHerryitill 7-5331. If no
answer call collect Union City, Ten1969 S'I'UDEBAKER LARK deluxe
nee, phone Ttirner 5-9381. _TM
station wagon. 9,000. Local. Save
$ $ $ S. Lampkuts Motor Sales, FOR ANY TYPE ELECTRIC wort
Second . & Main, phone PLaza 3- call Dill Electric Company. Pbone
44113.
11-41U
lu-da: PL 3-21/34).

PL 3-

FOR RENT

'9) MODEL BUICK 4-door. New HOUSE ON
SOUTH 11th STRLEI
tires, clean as a pin. Call PE 3-4803 Four bedrooms,
two up and two
or PL 3-3947 after rave p.m. 10-.11' downstairs.
Basement. Gas heat. '1'.
1U-7C
NICE OLL HEATeakt with or With: G. Shelton. PL 3-2345.
out 150 alel. tank. See Hasten,
Wright, Stella or phone PL.3-3111, UPSTAlltS FURNISHED APART10-11" ment for rent. Fleet and hot and
cold water furnished. Reasonable
LARGE MODERN Satvice, sea- price. PL 3-4952.
10-"IP
Lri mein highway. Pumping
v,r 10,000 gallons now. Owner
THREE UNFURNISHED ROOMS
leaving town. For Information, can
at CA South 12th St. Private enPlaca 3-3571.
RI-7C
trance.
ltiatC

aw

MANGLE (ELECTRIC 1.RONtatt),
Thor automatic gladiron, $45; 18
inch jigsaw with motor, filo; rifle,
savage, model 99, caliber 300, $1UU:
HU volt electric heater, $1(); bathroom scale, $5. Phone PL. 3-1t115
alifr 5:30 p.m.
11/-7C

[

y homes have a special
lager telephone chats.
about, what with all
the rest of the family
e just have their own
hole family happy by
m phone. Then, they
anyone. Just call our
exrcanon_phone costs.

:s realize what great
>apers that serve our
important to all of us.

411

SMALL UPRIGHT PlANNO. Excellent condition. Call PLaza 3-1M15
or see at 517 Whitnell.
GIRL'S WINTER COAT, pants and
hat to match Also raincoat. Size 4.
Ladies' size 16 suits, dresses and
coat. See at 914 Sycamore after 5
pm.

•

NOTICE

WANTED

I

REPORT OF PROPERTY PRESUMED ABAN LiON al) AS Ok'
JULY 1, 1959. Property held by
individuals, financial or other institutions to oe turned over to
the Department of Revenue. Commonwealth od Kentucky, between
November 1 and November 15,
19519, if not claimed before that
time.
BANK Ole MURRAY
4th at Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Jack Manning, Rt. 2, Hazel, Kentucky. $15.69; J. W. Burkeen, 1018
Seamore Avenue, Nashville, lenn.,
$341; Twyman Williams and WesMoffett, odor cos unknown,
ley
$2.00.

ECONOMY TO THE WIND
APPLIANCE SALESMAN, part our
MONTREAL UPI — City fafull time, ages between 21-35,
apply at main office Set. 1:0t1 p.m. thers set aside economy and au105 No. 4th Street, Murray.
10-7C thorized a trip by Chief Assessor
10amitle R. Dodin to Philadelphia
newt month to attend the annual
RELIABLE PERSON IN USW area
conference cid the National ASSDto pink ttp payments on Sanger ciati4)n of Assessing
Officers.
Automatic hig Lag Sewing MaThe contellors reversed their
chine, c nsoie model. Payments
earlier decision after Godin exonly $9.77 month. Write credit plained
he was scheduled to demanager '212 North 12th, Murray,
liver a speech, receive an award
Ky, or' call PLaza 3-171,7 for
arxi perhaix be elected a direcfurther inforinsteofte Will discount tor. It would be ernbarrang.
for cash.
Godin slid, if he wasn't there.

mal Newspaper Week
Chi, the professional
its 50th anniversary.
a good job of keepwe are, the better
free press is one of

By MATT STUART

f;) By Matt Stuart. 1959. from the Dodd Read & Co. novel:
distributed by Xing Features Syndicate

•

•

•

•

..PTEn 18
could blank out everything.
r new Frank, not only showing ti's
• ETZOII the Imperial to the
Now, however. desr.te the kind old personal
aversion and dirt 'ate,
• cry barn started as quite a of night he'd been through, and
'but defying any semblance of auJourney for Frank D al ma r. though his head was still a throbthority with outright, challenging
Emerging on the street he paused, bing torment, thoughts were
emphasis.
pulling his hat low, for, after the ' clearing. Also, from some preAnger deepened in Bar do,
shadowed Interior of the saloon viously u.nguesseal comer of his
the bright pour of the sun was 'character, emerged grim convic- though tempooed with a cautionpure torture to his bloodshot tion. which, by the time Double ing puzzlement
sips. In addition, his head was Diamond headquarters lifted out "You," he blurted, -must have
• vast torment of throbbing of the plain ahead, became equal- been feeding on raw meat. What
the devil's got into you?"
misery.
ly grim decision.
Nor was the street the usual
Frank stepped into his saddle.
Knowing thirst again, his first
a level, solid stretch. Instead, at act
on reaching horne was to Bitterness pinched and twtsted his
v the moment It contained an upseek a faucet under the windmill lips. He put his glance on Bardo
and-down shiftiness, so when tower and once
more quench the Sampson and spoke with a slow
Frank started along it, he moved inner fires.
This taken care of, distinctness,
with his feet spaced carefully to he went into
"All 1 got to say to you is
the cook shack.
brace against such treacherous
this. Stay away from me!"
"Fix me a meal, Joe," be orgoings-on. However, physical acWith such parting shot he set
dered.
tivity In itself proved a help, and
his horse In motion, and as soon
The cook made out to argue. as he was
the further he went along the
clear of headquarters
"Noon grub ain't too far away. he swung his
more things steadied down.
mount until, dead
You
can wait—"
From the doorway of the staahead and blue as smoke In the
"No!" cut in Frank harshly. misty dietsnce, reared the
ble, Jigger Henley saw Frank
liftheading his way. Whereupon "Fix it now. Get at it!"
ing bulk of the Saddleback
Hills.
di Jigger got busy and by the time
The cook stared, showing some
• • •
Frank turned in, had his horse surprise.
Then
he shrugged
From the narrow bank
al
In the runway and WM saddling sulkily, stirred up the fire and shade thrown
by the overhang
up. A man who liked a cold put on P frying pan.
of the Imperial, Jonas Delmar
Frank went over to the ranch- saw his
drink of water at regular interson turn in at Jigger
vals throughout the day. Jigger house and to his room. Here he Henley's stable.
shortly to reapalways kept a canvas water-bag made a compact roll of a couple pear In saddle.
He watched
hanging from a wall peg. Sight of blanket& A scabbardca rifle Frenk ride out
on the Double
of the hag, with it. moist, bulg- hung from one wall peg, a belt Diamond trail
and nodded satising bulk, set off a raging thirst and h.estered six-shooter frem faction an he
turned to Wiley
in Frank Delmar. Noting Frank's another. He laid the rifle on the Goss.
blanket/ and buckled on the belt
avid glance, Jigger nodded.
"He's going home. You May
"Go ahead," he said. "Help gun.
put for a while. I got some
busi•
yourself."
Into a pair of saddle-bags he ness to look Into." He
etarted to
Frank lifted down the water- dumped a couple of boxes of am- turn away. then
paused and addbag and drank long and deep, munition, added some odd.s and
an acid after-thought. "If
the wet coolness of the water ends of clothing and a pair of Abell tries to nosh
you around
pouring all throtieh him, quench- field-glasses. Finally he tossed a ageln—lon't !et
him! Is that
ing the inner fires. He paused blanket-lined, canvas coat to the plain enough?
Don't let him,
for breath, then drank again. pile and carried it all out of the I'm not paying
you to buckle
Sighing, he replaced the water house and over to his horse.
under to that fellow. And do a
bag and turned to Jigger.
Saddle-bags, blankets and the little more complete job than
"Obliged," he mumbled gruffly. coat he tied behind the cantle. you've done so far!"
'.!Ane for looking
after my The rifle he slung under the near
So saving. Jonas Delmar headhorse.'
He reached for his stirrup fender.
These things ed along the street toward the
pocket. "What do I owe you?" taken care of he returned to the Prairie House.
"Nothing," Jigger said. "You cookahack and set down to tough
Wiley Gaga stared after him
paid in advance, last night."
sttak. cold • biscuits and luke- with round, sealer eyes, and his
Frank frowned. blinking. "I warm coffee.
Hpe shaped soundless words as
don't remember paying you anyDone with his meal, he located he mumbled to himself. After
thing."
an empty flour sack and in the which he slid down on his heavy
"Noe In money," Jigger ad- conk's storeroom, filled it to haunches and hunkered
there,
mitted. "You earned a night's bniging. The cook eyed
him mechanically fashioning another
care for your horse when you gloomily. but Raid nothing. Frank smoke.
shut Tunnisonn mouth for hint." carried the sack of supplies over
Reside him the Imperial door
"Oh." murmured
Frank. to his horse and slung it to his swung and Link Aebell came
"That'?"
saddle horn. While he was about throsiah. Ashen paused, dropping
"Yeah," Jigger said. "That." this, Bard° Sampson appeared In * quick glance at ('.oes's
crouchAk He slipped the headstrill into the doorway of the hunkhotiae, ed figure. But as
(loss was
111"place. handed Frank the reins. observed for a moment, then plainly Intent
on minding his
Frank climbed carefully into crossed over.
own business, Aebell switched his
the saddle, settled himself, and
"What's the Hen,
" he (Iceland- attertion to the high, bony figrode MIL
ed heavily. "Where you think ure of Jonas Delmar. and to saw
Clear of town he took the you're going?"
the cattleman turn in at the
home trail, and though his horse
"None of your business!"
Prairie House. Aebell pondered
wanted to run a little, he held
Ilardo•,Sampson's protuberant this obeervatlon for a attic time,
it to a swinging Walk. For he eyes bulged.
trying to (trees° 'some signifihad some Stern thinking to do.
"Why damn veer ineolent hide cance from
R.
Failing, he
Yesterday, under
the
first —you can't talk to me that shrugged, crossed to his horse
numbing shock of what his father
and left town. .
had disclosed, his mind seemed " .:11(1." Frank said coldly. "And
aid leak, holding no clear thought if you don't like It-- whet ere you
The Balmrsee find that the
wat all. Then, Pile only tnorille going to do about it"
town Is no health reeort n, the
had heen to get away, to find a
Tannin ermeidered him with en
story continue• n Ith neW exrefer of some sort wherein he aner- rostonlehment. Here was a nitrate/at here

C
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AUCTION SALE
SATURDAY, ouroti•..at 10th, 10
am. rain or shine at tile Naace
Sisters old br:ck In use, one cid Me
oldest kind marks in the county,
located in Wild Cat Creek Cornmunity on Ky. Lake, seven miles
east of Murray on blacktop between Murray - Cadiz and Murray Dever highways. Signs will be on
each road Ves and 8 miles out.
Having sold store and cottages, they
have surplus amount af heusehold
furniture, beds
-Wads, springs, mattress, tables, chairs, rockers, stoves,
spreads and draperies Juke box and
records, asserted sizes or used tires,
also one of the largest collections
La antiques ever sold In county,
pomibly WO pieces. Cut glass bowls,
tumbler dashes, dishes etched goblets. German, French and Austrian
China, 58 piece china set ilamoges).
Set Rose china. W.B. Co. Bee Hive
'term) hand painted mugs, plates,
dessert dishes, milk glass, royal
Daulton pitcher, rectureS & frames,
Salt cellars, salt and pepper shakers,
odd covered dishes and many small
vases. Wash bowl and pitcher, silver butter bowl (brutal design)
brass ware, Seth Thomas clock, odd
glass lamps, books, cherry chest (4
drawer). Also many sets of new
dishes, variety of canned fruit and
vegetables. Any araunt cooking
utensils and odd house hold ware.
Eats and drinks served. Douglas
Shoemaker, Auctioneer. Please tell
your friends about this unusual
Sale.

I

•

Business Opportunities I

MARRIED MAN WITH CAR FOR
esetablohed route in this area.
4,000 customers. 400 items. Work
by appointment. $80.00 per week
guaranteed to start plus expense
allowance. This is possible due to
large expansion. For interview ph
3-27'77 Paducah, after 7 p.m.
10-77C
INVITATION TO BID

TOUCH Sionu

10 6

AtiOUT r5RE6 MY TEACHER.IE
WHAT;
.SP
YOU AMD A"MI65
UNDERSTANDS ME!
"F WHO
N Ti4E ls/ORLD
OTHMAR?

The city of Murray WaRer and
Sewer System will on October le,
1959 at 7:00 p.m. take DIOS 40
purchase one es ton truck and
one 2 ton truck. Specificati ins
may be seen at the office cd the
superintendent. 'Inc city reserves
the rigM to reject any and eil
bads.
R. W. Hine
Superintendent
10-

HELP WANTER
URGENTLY

NEEDED

MEN 18 - 34 TO TRAIN in Railroad
Communications. Jobs waiting, agents, operators. Above average pay.
Lifetime security, plus many benefits. Good health, eyesight, nigh
school education. Write name, act&MC telephone number to Box
32-A, Murray, Ky.
1U-7C
MAN SOIL SERVICE SUATION.
All around men, Maya's Gulf Service, 9th and Sycamore, Phone PL
3-21)44.
10-7C

sitEalyrs SALE
THE SHERIFF OF Calloway County will on trie 24bh clay of October
1964) sell at public auction at the
Courthouse door, Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky a 1955 Chevrolet
Dump Truck, Motor No. 0204120,
between the hours of 1:01) p.m. and
4:00 p.m. to the highest and best
bidder on a credit of three months
(31. The sherdf will take from tne
purchaser a bond with good surety
for the purchase price, payable to
the plaintiff W. F. Fitts, Johnny
Parker and Jack Dodd and bearing
interest at the rate of ti per cent
per annum until paid; however the
purchaser may pay the said bond
at any tune before maturity.
1'1'

YOUNG MAN. Apply to Ed Thurat Thurmond's Mill.
11)-7P

mond

Monthly
playroil expenctaures
for Federal, state and local milSTEAM FINESHER. Experienced let g,overnrnent employes ran to
preferred. Boone Laundry and more than two and a half billion
Cleaners. South side Court Square, dollars last year, according to the
Murray, Kentucky.
Tax Foundation, the

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-1Yrult drink
4-Paid notice
Il-Erribrues
II -Indicate
13-Simpler
15-Part of
"to be"
16-Rutoors
II-A etat•
(abt,r I
19-ConhiveM60
21-Classify
22-eirl's name
24-Abov• and
touching
26-South
African
Dutch
3S-Rivar island
it-neecies of
rapper
31-Fals,hooda
33-Symbol fur
tantalum
34.ks 1.14
33- MPtal
fastens,
II- liel Tele
letter
10-Weakene
43-Lituarated
.1.1-31sa cut
mane
47-Wbsel tracks
49-Trefand
50-Units of
energy
2-Tears
64-A (»Aft none
(abbr)
65-nbree-toed
sloth
69-Compas•
point
61- tar•ot the
ttentIon of

4-Tbe swselsop
I- Railroad
station
S-Surs
2-Unit of
Latvian
currency
8-The caam•
11-Svanials fcs
"yes10-Allow
12-0onjunotioa
14-Laaso
17-Spoken
30-Repetition
21-Parent
(culloq.)
24-Hebrew
month
25-Wooden pins
27-Page of book
30- Falaifler
fl-Father
85-Stimulated
37-Hawaiian
wreaths
la-61m
1111-W•Irder

? to
Anew
"

Yesterday's Puszl

MOM MOO MU
BRUM MOO ODA
nm num mu
mv Immo BMW
71143fil BODO MOD
WiMq7t1 USSU MP
NUUWOM ommomm

am 33[L I1I(I[i
17,13 ;ciao MIME
mon MPG! MO

MUM 00013 Ma
1MM MOHM RCMP
'.1390 laSaiui
41-Mix
ea-Rubber on
pencil
44-Prefix: down
411-tiing of
Fashan
411-Freahat
ii- W triter
preolpits.tIca

61- Maki 0e'2
67- ney our el
61- Teutonlo
deity
60-C:reek lattat
62-Brother of
Odin
64 - rartti
goddass

ACROSS
1-Girl's name
2-Lower In
rank

3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders
NUDIST NEWS
owning or holding 1 per cent or
Devorpe Calif UPI— A local
more od total amount of bonds, nudist camp has scheduled a remortgages, or other securities are: run of a color film titled: "The
(If there are none, so state.) None. Three Bares and Goklylocies."

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

SCOTT DRUG CO.
Corner at 4th & Main

illIti11111111111141111
1111111111MAIMINSIBUI
iiIIIIIMA11111W1111
MAN111116WRIIIIMPS
gliii*V1111111:33111111111O21

-Married
411 N&In
11141-Ter sassoadds
tabbr
07-e•rtod of
tImit

Maze than 1,000 stuns a year
pass through the port of Home
liawaus princapal city.

Statement required by the Act , 4. Paragraphs '2 and 3 include in
August 24, 1912, as amended oy I cases where the stockholder or
the Acts of Marcia 3, 193a, and security holder appears upon Oho
July 2, 1946 (Tale 39, United States books of the company as trustee
Code, Section '433) showmg the or in any other fiduciary relation,
ownership, management, and cir- tie name of the person or corporaculation of
tion for whom such trustee
The Ledger and Times puteasted acting; also the statements in tne
daily except Sunday at Murray, two paragraphs show the affant's
Kentucky /or October 1, 11059,
full knowledge and belie( as to UM
1. The names ancl addresses or circumstances and core:lawns unthe publisher ,editor, managing ed- der which stockholders and security
itor, and business managers are: holders who do not appear upon
the books of the company as trusJames C. Williams, Murray, Ky.
tees, hold stock and securities in a
Z. The owner is: (lf owned by a capacity ether than that of a bane
corporatan, its name and address
must be stated and also immediate- fide
5. The averagenumber of copies
ly thereunder the names and ad- of eat' issue of this publication
dresses of stockholders owning or sold or distributed, through the
holding 1 per cent or more of total mails or otherwise, to pant subamount of stock. 1/ not owned by scribe is during the 12 months prea corporation, the names and ad- ceding tbe date shown above was:
dresses of individual owners must (This Information is required from
be given. If owned by a partnership daily, weekly, semi-weekly, and
or other unincorporated firm, its tri-weekly newspapers only.) Z003
name and address, as well as that paid circulation.
of each individual member, must
James C. Willusms
ne given.) W. P. Williams, Paris,
Sworn to and subscribed before
Tennnessee; Mrs. W. P. Williams, me this (Sth day of October, 19://.
Pans, Tennessee; James C. Wil- James L. Harmon. My commisston
liams, Murray, Ky.
expires on October 14. 1959.

ot

1111i11111111111111101111
Will111111111011A11111

Phone PLaza 3-2147

Up stepped the little man with the big
cigar,
Said, come here Cat, let me sell you a
car.
I signed my name, I gave my money,
I bought a car from Little Bonnie ...
I'M HAPPY!!

Bonnie Garrison Used Cars
I Mile

Out, Concord Road

Phone PL 3-5380

measure
.
.0•1111

NANCY

—..."."-by Ernie Slashiniiier
I'M

USING-

REDUCING
VIBRATOR

L1L'

YOUR

THEY'RE GIVING
LESSONS ON TV

HULA

ABNER

by Al Capp

•

way;

ABRIE an' SLATS

OF
YOU THINK FOLKS AR*
COURSE,
GOING TO SPEND I-IARDi•AY
EARNED MONEY TO HEAR
,BcP1-ME TELL SUE I LOVE
HER -AND THE MACKEREL ME 1RUNNIN'
GOOD?

by Raeburn Van Bare*
PLUS WE FACT THAT rIL BE THE it) es 0•
OFF-STAGE Va/Gf, DI55EC77N6 EVERY et
WORD AND TNOUISHT AND 1701P(AINT/NG
THE SADISM, THE A8ERRA770A,
1
THE SUBCONSC-/OUS
YEARN/A/6.S /N
YOUR REMARA15,1

I
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Lochie Landolt, Editor

Phone PL 3-4707 ea

ID 6-3327

Murray Grove
To Host West
Kentucky Meet

Hamlett, past president of the local
grove. All rmervations are due to
be in not later than Wednesday
morning.

Bobby Rowland Has
Party Celebrating
Fifth Birthday

The Woodmen Circle will hold its
West Kentucky fall meeting inureShy evening at Vne Muoray Woman, Club House with Murray Grove
T5 as hostess

Golfing Trophies
To Be Awarded At
Country Club Dinner

Bobby Rowlan-d celebrated his
fifth birthday Saturday afternoon
with a party at the home of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Howland. Johnson Blvd

. The banquet will be at 5:30 with
Mes Louise Baker. president of
West Kentucky and of the Murray
(hove as toastmistress. The evening
Session as scheduled for 'i:311

Trophies for the men s and Ladies' club championsups and prizes
for the Labor Day two ball foursomes will be awarded at a pot
luck supper to be held at the Calloway County country club Souse
Fr:day, October V, at 5:50 p.m.
AU aolfers who have not been
contacted and are .nterested in attending the dinner, please call either the Men's or Ladies god chairman or Mr. Louis Sliserneyer at the
pro shop.
All reservations must be in by
Thursday no,..n. October S.
• • • •

Alan Koehn, Anna, 1.1.1., and Mime
Mona Boyd, Evansville. Ind. music
sword at Murray State College are
charge of the special musical
program.
s Mrs. Baker Will preside at the
iltualistrc opening ceremony and
general session. Mrs. Jeanette LindPaducah. is first Vice president. Mrs. Beulah Ann Jewell. Fultow .secc rid vice president; and Mrs.
Frances DeName, Cadiz, state president. will be serving in the capacty ot past president
Mats Loretta Culver. Murray,
State treasurer and past state Captan, will direct the team wcrIL
with the Padilcah and Murray
teams orhotating.
The meeting is open to all Woodmen Circle members and visitors.
Those wish.ng reservatans for the
b.sno...et should contact

Miss .4nne Barnett
Becomes Bride Of
Mr. Richard l'incek
Mr and Mrs Collie Barnett announce the inarr.age of their daughter. Lenora Anne. to Mr. ttichard,
E. Vince. SOn of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Vincek of South Bend. mit
The ceremony was solemnized at
the St Matthews Church in South
Bend on September 20.
T. • t is a graduate Ck Deur-

Opening Thursday

Each child received a birthday
hat and ballca.n and retresnments
of cake, ace cream and pop were
served
Guests were Richard Scott, Jimmy Gingles. Joe Pool. Tommy. Diek.e. and Pamela Schroeder. 'terry.
Debie Cole. Rosalie Gooch. Vicitie
Rapdale. Robbie Hilln.rcl, Danny
and Jackie Wyatt. Judy and Jackie
Watson, Sue

Ann

Story, Kathy

Continued from Page One
30, or in some way gain entrance
to the city system.
A stifit priority system is set
up at College High with Childred

Gene

Watson, Mrs.

Tuesday, October tith
Scott. Mrs Bob lbliford, and Mrs.
The Women's Clubs of the First
District will hold their FortyRalph Ragsdale.
Sixth Annual meeting in Marron,
Registration will be
ray Ste College. Mr. Vincek is a Kentucky
held at the club House on Best
f rmer Murray State student
Carlisle Street from V am. to 10
After a short wedding trip the am.
Any club member needing transcouple will reside in San Antonio,
portal:ion please contact your deTex where Mr. Vinceit is stationed partment chairman.
•• ••
with the Army.
The regular meeting of the
of the First Methodist
Church will be at ten4Erty o'clock at the church. An ecutive
meeting will be held at ten. Tne
program will be given by Mrs.
Bessie Tucker.
• • ••

Florene Lassiter - Miss Carson
You are invited to visit this modern
beauty shop for you;beauty needs.

West Side Beauty Shop
Main at Fifteenth
"AS MODERN AS TOMORROW"

Membership ..•
Continued from Page One

city. The series or concerts in these
nearby towns will be published in
Murray later.
Mrs. Ruth pointed out that a
member of the music association
in Murray may attend any concert anywhere in the United
States where there is a Civic
Music Association by presenting
his membership card at the door.
There is no additional charge
for attending other concerts, she
added.
membership drive conThe
tinues throughout the rest of
this week. No tickets will be sold

The New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet at 1:00 p.m. at the
club will meet in the home of
home of Mrs. Lornan Bailey.
Mrs. Lowell King at 1:30 p.m.
• • • •
•• • •
Monday, October 19th
The Town and Country HomeThe Murray Toastmistress club
makers club will meet at 7:30 in
will
meet in the home of Mrs.
the evening at the home of Mrs.
Albert Tracy for an after dinner
Allan Ru,ssell.
program.
• • ••
Friday, October 9M
The North Murray ttornerrudrers
will meet in the home of Mrs.
John Workman at 130 p.m.
• • ••
'trophies for the men's and Ladies' charripionship and prizes for
the Labor Day two ball foursomes
per to be held at the Calloway
County Country club house at 5:54)
p m. All golfers who have not been
contacted and are interested in attending please call either the Men's
or the Ladies' Golf chairmen or
Louis Slusmeyer at the pro shop.
All reservations must be in by
Thursday noon. October la
• • ••

The Rainbow Girls will meet at
7 p.m. at the Masonic hall.
The Delta Department of the
Murray liaornan's club will have a
dinner meeting at tne club 13M1116
at 630 pm. Mrs. John ewe,
general club president, will be
Monday, October 12111
The Business Guild of tne First
the guest speaker.
••••
Christian Church will meet in the
Group One of the Chetah= home ot Mrs. J. E. Littleton, 2.44
Wornens Fellowship will meet In South Eighth Street at 7:30 in the
the horne oe Mn. Herbert rime evening.
••••
at 2.30 in the afternoon.
••••
The Bethany Sunday School class

Fay Farris

Group 'Pero of use cwt.- 'nu of the First Baptist Church
meet in the home of Mrs. L. .l. meet for a pot luck dinner at the
Beale, Mayfield Road. at k3u as lilelugin cabin at 0 p m Group One,
the afternoon Co-nostess will be with Mrs Noel Melugin as captan,
Mrs P. A. Hart.
will be in charge.
••••
• • ••

The -Jere' 4i/C/WIclz cbrie of
Weilitaadsa. October lttb
the College Preebyterian Church
The Wesleyan Circle of the First
will meet with Mrs. Mary !bran Methodist Church win- meet in the
at 2 p.m. The program w:u DC church social hall at 30 pm. Hostesses will be Mrs Polly Washer
Liven by Mrs Charlie Crawford.
••••
and Mrs Rebecca West.
• • • •
Wednesday, October 715
Thursday, October 1515
The WML of the earn Lirove
The Samna Sigma &erne AlumHaptaat Church will meet at 10
ash in the name at Mrs. liy nae chapter will meet in tne home
of Mrs. Bob Ward at 754) irt the
LassIter.
•• • •
evening.
••••
Thursday. October ith
Group Four of the lairistan
The Watiesboro Homemakers club
Womens Fellowship will meet at will meet in the borne of Mrs.
9:30 am. in the home of Mrs. Wayne Hardie.
• •••
Walter E. Blackburn, Miller Ave.
The

p.

of the National Eater Relations
Board. as cha:rman; George Frankenthaler. of New York, former
judge of the New York Supreme
Court, and John
Sembower,
Chicago attorney and veteran labor
arbitration expert.
Under the executive order, the
President found t hat the dock
strike, if permitted to continue,
would "imperil the national health
and safety and affect the flow and
utilization of necessary perishable
products, including food, for heavily
populated coastal areas."
The board of inquiry must report
back to Eisenhower no later than
next Saturday.
After receiving the board report,
decision.
Eisenhower can ask the attorney
The school board last night was
general to seek an injunction in
aNsured that they would be paid
federal district /court forcing an
whatever percentage of bonded
,80-day halt in the dock strike. Or,!endebtedness
the area representEisenhower can decide that the ed to the
county as a whole.
board report does not present sufThe school board expressed
ficient evidence for following tne /sympathy for
the cause of the
injunctive process.
'parents And promised them that
they would discuss the matter
fully before rendering a decision.

Paul

• ALL MODERN EQUIPMENT

of college teachers having, top
priority, and
adents who have
always attended having second
priority.
Flora
and
other spokesman
brought out last night that approximately 350 students will be
affected by the situation.
The Calloway County School
Board did not give the cornmitte of parents an answer last
night as to whether they would
accept or reject their petition to
agree to a change in boundary
Ilnes of the school districts.
The parents asked
ii
they
would give a decision within. the
next few days and not wart the
full 90 days a perogative which
is provided by Kentucky Revised
Statutes for school boards.
The school board refused to
answer this question also. Lf the
school board does not answer the
petition within 90 days, the next
procedure will be for the group
of parents to submit the case to
the State School Board for a

South Murray Hcrmernakers

(4

after this Saturday. Headquarters
for the campaign are in the Kirk
Pool building on the square.
Tickets are $7.50 for adults and
$4.00 for students.
"Portland" cement is so named
because of its resemblance to
stone from the Isle of Portland in
England.

PERSONALS•
Angeles,
Dr. Walter Allen of LOS
Calitorma, has been the guest of
idrausa and
his cousin, Mrs. R. E.
Mr. Brawn. t,r the past 10 days. He
trip to
left Monday for a business
Nashville, Tenn.

•

LEON HIGDON, M.D.
and

HAROLD PR1DDLE, M.D.
OBSTETRICS and GYNECOLOGY

Announce the Removal of Their Offices

Social Calendar

Cunningham, Mrs Earl Wyatt. Mrs.

• AIR-CONDITIONED DRYERS
• SOFT MUSIC

_ Operators

Continued from Page One
Coast port tie-up %%Ouch started
last Wednesday.
This was the first step leading
the injunctive process which. II
followed, would force an 80-day,
cooling-off per:od in the work
stoppage.
Eisenhower at the same time Indicated strongly that his patience
with steel strike negotiations is
wearing thin and that he might
invoke the.same law in an effort
to get the nation's steel mills into
production again.
Through his press secretary.
James C. Hagerty, the President
expressed a highly negative feeling
toward the new breakdown in steel
strike negotiations.
"This seems to be getting down
more and more to a trial of strength between two groups and with
the American people the greatest
losers." Hagerty said.
"1 might add. Hagerty continued, "the President has no inten,
tion of seeing the American public
being the greatest loser
The fact-finding board set up today by Eisenhower in the dock
strike consisted of Guy Farmer of
Washington, DC., former chairmae

Bobby Keith Lockhart. Barbara

Completely New - Completely Modern

Manager

County...

Jean and Stevie Rowland, Allan

West Side Beauty Shop

111
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Christopher. Robert Rowland Jr.

•Bobby
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to
THE KATTERJOHN BUILDING
(formerly the I.C. Hospital)
1507 BROADWAY
Paducah, Kentucky
Office Hours:

Telephones: Office 3-6215

by Appointment

Answering Service: 3-6215

Man made glees as long ago as
3.04.1) to 4.000 years before cruest.
'elleanemenaggnemagssiggy

WYNN'S
Sales & Service
Incorporated

Authorized VOLKSWAGON Dealer
We have a complete parts and service department ready
to service your Volkswagon.

a brand new 1960 VOLKSWAGON

$1690"

DELIVERS IN PADUCAH FOR

Includes deluxe bumper guards, heater, turn signals, transportation dealer acceptance charges and 6,000 mile guarantee.

SALES SERVICE

WYNN'S
DIAL 57900

Paducah, Ky.

1049 Kentucky Ave.

Friday, October 14th

Greatest Bargain Since Grant Took Richmond
PRICE
EQUIPMENT
N

•

•

•

GAS STOVES — WATER HEATERS
BATH HEATERS
FLOOR FURNACES
COOK STOVES
GAS LOGS - BOTH OAK AND BIRCH
Save from $35° to $100°° If You Hur ry - More Than 50 Items To Choose From!!
11111111111111sa

SORRY, NO PHONE ORDERS

ELLIS PUMP

304 MAPLE STREET

AND

=num Liu A

PIPE CO.

PHONE PLaza 3-2854

